
Glace Cherries

Candied Fruit Peel

Candied Fruit Cubes

Your Favorites Fruits 



Glace cherries always provide a charming and tasty touch to any bakery, pastries or ice-cream recipes. 
These delicate �uits are presented in different versions, adapted to the needs of our customers to facilitate their  processing. 
The glace cherries  we make are grown directly, allowing us to control the whole process, �om the field to the table. It is a 
delicious variety of  candied �uit of the highest quality, perfect for the decoration of cakes,  pastries and sponge cakes. It also 
stands out in  cake fillings, and also as an essential ingredient to  enhance the color, texture and 
flavor of the best ice-creams. 

Glace cherries can be presented drainedin cardboard containers with interior plastic bags, plastic tubs and pails or canned in 
heavy syrup or in glass jars increasing the possibilities of our glace cherries, as  far as preparation of the best quality 
products is concerned.

Glace Cherries

Candied �uits are a classical ingredient in patisserie and  chocolate confectionery. Their taste and colour make them an 
essential element for classic recipes and modern uses  in cocktails or cu�ing-edge desserts. One of the key features of candied 
�uits is, no doubt, its versatility. We can find delicious candied �uits filling cakes and sponge cakes, as well as decorating them 
or in traditional regional recipes,  with a chocolate coating or as an ingredient in the preparation of ice creams. In all of them, 
glace �uit highlights due to its brightness and texture, offering many possibilities for decorating food and a huge range of 
tastes.

Candied �uit cubes cardboard boxes with plastic bag, plastic containers and plastic are presented in different containers: 
tubs. As part of a tasty cream for ice-creams,to  prepare homemade pastries, as decoration or �uit filling of cakes or to enhance 
contemporary cocktails,  represent an added value that add flavor, color and texture to these our cubes  of candied  �uits
preparations.

Candied Fruit Cubes

Candied Fruit Peel Candied �uits are a classical ingredient in pastries and chocolate manufacturing.  They are essential to enrich classic recipes 
or enhance cocktails and modern desserts. Their versatility make candied �uits available for coatings and �uit fillings of the 
best traditional regional recipes of every country, or as the perfect element for  yogurts  and ice-creams.

Glace �uit specialties fulfil  the highest requirements of customers in all areas: patisserie, confectionery, horeca and retail.  We 
also offer other candied �uits such as peaches, pears and figs, apple, orange and lemon peels, apricot, plum.

Our candied �uits peel are supplied in different packaging formats: cardboard boxes with an inside plastic bag, plastic 
containers. Any sweet or salty elaboration highlights due to the colour, flavour and intensity or our excellent candied orange 
and lemon peel.
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Packing Details 
Product Packaging Loading

Glace Cherries

Candied Fruit Cubes

Candied Fruit Peel

1 x 15 Kgs. Corrugated Boxes

1 x 15 Kgs. Corrugated Boxes

1 x 15 Kgs. Corrugated Boxes

1280 Boxes in 20’ FCL

1280 Boxes in 20’ FCL

1280 Boxes in 20’ FCL
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